
OPERATOR’S MANUAL  
  

ELECTRIC BLOWER  

WARRANTY POLICY  
One (1) year limited warranty on Earthwise outdoor power equipment.  

Earthwise warrants to the original owner that each new product and service part is free from defects in materials and                
workmanship and agrees to repair or replace any defective product or part for the warranty  period as stated above from the 
original date of purchase except for the conditions and circumstances listed below:  

This warranty applies only to the original purchaser at    Products sold damaged or incomplete, sold “as is”, or sold as 

retail and may not be transferred.  reconditioned are not covered under the warranty.  

Warranty applies if the product is used for personal,  Damage or liability caused by shipping, improper handling, household or 

family use. Warranty is void if product is  improper assembly, incorrect voltage, improper wiring,       used for commercial, 

industrial or rental purposes.  improper maintenance, improper modification or the use of  
accessories and/or attachments not specifically 

recommended Warranty does not include repairs necessary due to        is not covered by this warranty. operator’s abuse or 
negligence (including overloading the product beyond capacity or immersion in water), or the  Expendable items that 
become worn during normal use are failure to assemble, operate, maintain or store the product  not covered by the 
warranty.  
according to the instructions in the operator’s manual.  

Warranty does not cover damage caused by cold, heat, rain,  
This warranty is not transferable and excessive humidity, corrosive environments and materials, or other 

contaminants. only applies to product sold directly  

from an authorized retailer. This warranty  Warranty does not include installation, assembly or 

normal does not apply to any product, new or used,  purchased  
adjustments explained in the operator’s manual. 

through unauthorized third-party channels.  
The expense of delivering the product to the vendor and the 

ANY INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL  expense of returning the product or replacement parts to the 

LOSS, DAMAGE, OR EXPENSE THAT MAY RESULT  
owner is not covered by the warranty.  

FROM ANY DEFECT, FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION OF  
The warranty does not cover normal deterioration of the      

THE PRODUCT IS NOT COVERED BY THE              exterior finish, including but not limited to scratches, dents,  
WARRANTY. Some states do not allow the exclusion or paint chips or any corrosion or discoloration caused by heat, limitation 
on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the abrasive and chemical cleaners. above limitation may not apply to you.  

Proof of purchase, original dated sales receipt, must accompany all       
warranty claims.  
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